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Abstract
Let R be a polynomial ring over a ﬁeld with r variables. Let P be a homogeneous ideal of R such
that all the variables of R are not zero divisors modP. Assume that the initial ideal of P is strongly
stable. It is proven that if the irrelevant ideal is an associated prime ideal of the initial ideal of P, then
the ideal generated by the ﬁrst r − 1 variables is also an associated prime ideal of this initial ideal.
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LetR=k[x1, x2, . . . , xr ] be a polynomial ring over a ﬁeld.Wewill say that an ideal I ⊆ R
has the saturated chain property if given any non-minimal associated prime idealQ of I there
exists an associated prime ideal P ⊆ Q such that dim(R/P )= dim(R/Q)+ 1. Therefore
given Q, an associated prime ideal of I, there exists a saturated chain of associated prime
idealsP1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ Pn=Q such thatP1 is minimal and dim(R/Pi)=dim(R/Pi+1)+1
for 1 in− 1.
In 1999, Hosten and Thomas [5] proved that the initial ideal of a toric ideal has the
saturated chain property. This type of connectivity does not exist in general for initial
ideals of prime ideals as the following example illustrates. This example was provided by
Hosten and Popescu and some of the details given here were computed by the author using
Macaulay2 [4].
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Example 1. Take the toric ideal 〈xz−a2, yz−b2, tz−c2〉 and substitute z−t for t, making
the ideal 〈xz − a2, yz − b2, z2 − tz − c2〉 which is still a prime ideal. Using the reverse
lexicographic order and the variable order x >y >z> t >a >b>c, the initial ideal of
this prime ideal is J =〈z2, yz, xz, zb2, za2, ytb2, xtb2, xta2〉. The primary decomposition
of J is
J = 〈x, y, z〉 ∩ 〈y, t, z〉 ∩ 〈t, z, a2〉 ∩ 〈z, a2, b2〉 ∩ 〈x, y, z2, a2, b2〉.
Hence Ass (R/J )= {〈x, y, z〉, 〈y, t, z〉, 〈t, a, z〉, 〈z, a, b〉, 〈x, y, z, a, b〉}.
Hosten and others have since constructed families of prime ideals with the property that
a given prime ideal in the family has an initial ideal that does not have the saturated chain
property. However, it was conjectured that lexicographic generic initial ideals of homoge-
neous prime ideals have the saturated chain property. We prove that if P is a homogeneous
prime ideal of R = k[x1, x2, . . . , xr ], dim(R/P ) = 2, and the initial ideal of P is strongly
stable, then the initial ideal of P has the saturated chain property. There are many prime
ideals with strongly stable initial ideal since, for example, in characteristic 0 the generic
initial ideal of any ideal is strongly stable [1, Proposition 2.7] and [2, Proposition 1]. While
we restrict the dimension, we do not make any assumptions on the monomial order used,
nor do we require the initial ideal be generic, only strongly stable which is weaker. In fact,
we prove a stronger result for which the saturated chain result is a direct corollary. Assume
that P is a homogeneous ideal such that x1, . . . , xr are not zero divisors modP and assume
that the initial ideal of P is strongly stable. We prove that, under these assumptions, if the
maximal ideal (x1, . . . , xr ) is an associated prime ideal of the initial ideal, then the ideal
(x1, . . . , xr−1) is also an associated prime ideal of the initial ideal.
We collect some key deﬁnitions and properties and then give the main theorem.A mono-
mial order  , on a polynomial ring R = k[x1, x2, . . . , xr ] over a ﬁeld, k is a total order
on the monomials in R such that m1 for each monomial m in R and if m1,m2, n are
monomials in R withm1m2 then nm1nm2. A monomial order on a polynomial ring in
several variables generalizes the notion of degree for a polynomial ring in one variable. The
initial term of an element f ∈ R, denoted in(f), is the largest term of fwith respect to a ﬁxed
monomial order. Given an ideal I ofR, the initial ideal is denned to be 〈{in(f ) : f ∈ I }〉, and
is denoted in(I). It should be noted that different monomial orders may yield different initial
ideals, so whenever an initial ideal is referred to, it is assumed a monomial order has been
ﬁxed. A Gröbner basis is a subset {g1, ..., gn} of I such that in(I )= 〈in(g1), . . . , in(gn)〉.
A monomial ideal I is strongly stable if xjm ∈ I , where m is a monomial in R, then
xim ∈ I for every i < j . A key property of strongly stable ideals involves the struc-
ture of the associated prime ideals of R/I . The following theorem, which follows from
[2, Lemma 2.3], is a slight wording change of [3, Corollary 15.25], but the proofs are the
same.
Proposition 2. If I is a strongly stable monomial ideal in R and P is an associated prime
ideal of R/I , then P = (x1, . . . , xj ) for some j.
We now proceed to the main theorem.
Theorem 3. Let R = k[x1, x2, . . . , xr ], and P be a homogeneous ideal in R such that
x1, . . . , xr are not zero divisors mod P. Fix a monomial order and assume the initial ideal
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in(P) is a strongly stable ideal. If (x1, . . . , xr ) is an associated prime ideal of R/in(P ) then
(x1, . . . , xn−1) is also an associated prime ideal of R/in(P ).
Proof. Let I = in(P ). Since (x1, . . . , xr ) ∈ Ass(R/I) there exists a monomial z ∈ R\I
such that ann(R/I)(z¯)= (x1, . . . , xr ), where x¯ denotes the image of x in R/I . All such z are
in the socle ofR/I which is a ﬁnite-dimensional vector space and hence there is a monomial
of maximal total degree. Choose z to be a monomial of maximal total degree in the socle
of R/I .
The annR/I (z¯)=(x1, . . . , xr ) and therefore z(x1, . . . , xr ) ⊆ I . Hence there exist f1, . . . ,
fr ∈ P homogeneous, such that fi=xiz+hi and xiz> in(hi) for 1 ir .Wemay assume
in(hi) /∈ I , since if in(hi) ∈ I , then there exists a homogeneous polynomialG in P such that
G = in(hi) + g and in(G) = in(hi). The difference fi − G is in P, in(fi − G) = xiz
and in(fi − G − xiz)< in(hi). Repeat this process ﬁrst with fi − G and iterate un-
til a polynomial is obtained where all terms smaller than xiz are not in I. We may re-
place fi with this new polynomial because during each step of the process the lead-
ing term of the polynomial does not change and the new polynomial is also in P. Af-
ter this process, fi must have a second term. If there is no second term then xiz ∈ P
which implies z ∈ P , since xi is a not a zero divisor mod P. If z ∈ P then z ∈ I , a
contradiction.
Form the S-polynomial for fr−1 and fr , that is
xrfr−1 − xr−1fr = xrhr−1 − xr−1hr ∈ P. (1)
Since the S-polynomial is in P, its initial term is in I. Suppose all of the monomials that form
xrhr−1 and those that form xr−1hr are the same. Then xr divides hr and xr−1 divides hr−1.
Therefore, xr−1(z+ hr−1/xr−1) ∈ P and hence z+ hr−1/xr−1 ∈ P which implies z ∈ I ,
a contradiction. Write hr−1 = r1m1 + · · · + rsms where r1, . . . , rs ∈ k andm1, . . . , ms are
monomials such thatm1> · · ·>ms and similarly write hr = s1n1+· · ·+ stnt , s1, . . . , st ∈
k, n1> · · ·>nt monomials. Choose i smallest such that either xrmi = xr−1ni and ri = si
or xrmi = xr−1ni .
We consider two cases.
(1) xrmi = xr−1ni and ri = si or xrmi > xr−1ni so xrmi is the leading monomial of the
S-polynomial S(fr−1, fr ).
(2) xr−1ni > xrmi so xr−1ni is the leading monomial of S(fr−1, fr ).
In case (1) xrmi is in I. This implies xjmi ∈ I for 1jr since I is strongly stable.
Hencemi(x1, . . . , xr ) ⊆ I which implies (x1, . . . , xr )=annR/I (mi) and hencemi is in the
socle ofR/I . The total degree of xr−1z is the same as that formi since fr−1 is homogeneous,
so the total degree of mi is strictly larger than the total degree of z. This contradicts our
choice of z in the socle.
In case (2) xr−1ni is in I. Again, xini ∈ I for 1 ir − 1 and hence (x1, . . . , xr−1) ⊆
annR/I (ni). Since ni /∈ I , if we have equality then (x1, . . . , xr−1) ∈ Ass(R/I). If the con-
tainment (x1, . . . , xr−1) ⊂ annR/I (ni) is strict then xr t is in annR/I (ni) for some t1.
Choose t least such that xr t ∈ annR/I (ni). Then xtrni ∈ I and hence xjxt−1r ni ∈ (I ) for
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Ijr . The implies
(x1, . . . , xr )= annR/I (xt−1r ni), (2)
and since xt−1r ni /∈ I by theminimality of t, xt−1r ni is in the socle ofR/I . The total degree of
xt−1r ni is greater than or equal to that of ni and hence strictly greater than the total degree of
z. Therefore, Eq. (2) gives a contradiction to our choice of z and annR/I (ni)=(x1, . . . , xr−1)
as desired. 
Corollary 4. LetR=k[x1, x2, . . . , xr ] and P be a homogeneous prime ideal in R such that
dim(R/P )2. Fix a monomial order. Assume the initial ideal in(P ) is a strongly stable
ideal. Then in(P ) has the saturated chain property.
Proof. Since I is strongly stable, if dimR/P 1, then Ass(R/I) = {〈x1, . . . , xr−2〉}
or Ass(R/I) = {〈x1, . . . , xr−2〉, 〈x1, . . . , xr−1〉} and I has the saturated chain property,
trivially. So dimR/P =2 is the ﬁrst interesting case, and the corollary follows directly from
Theorem 3. 
I thank Craig Huneke for suggesting this problem to me and Anna Guerrieri, Craig
Huneke, and Wolmer Vasconcelos for their helpful conversations on this and related prob-
lems. I thank the referee for suggestions for strengthening the language of the paper as well
as other helpful remarks.
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